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Abstract—Relay nodes are the main players of cooperative networks that used to improve the system performance and to offer virtual multiple antennas for limited antenna devices in a multi-user environment. However, employing relaying strategies requires considerable resources at the relay side and places a large burden on the relay helping node especially when considering the power consumption. Partial detection at the relay is one strategy that reduces the computational load and power consumption. In this paper, we propose a new 2-D Adaptive K-Best Sphere Decoder (2-D AKBSD) for partial detection to be used MISO relays in cooperative networks. Simulation results show that 2-D AKBSD is capable of improving the system performance and also reduces its complexity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cooperative networks enhance the performance of the communication system by increasing the transmission data rate making use of the cooperative diversity property. It removes the need for installing multiple antennas at the network nodes which may be in many cases impractical due to size, hardware complexity and/or power limitations [1]–[6]. Cooperative networks can also be used to extend the network coverage area and to reduce the transmit power [7].

To utilize the cooperative networks merits, cooperation protocols need to be employed, two main protocols have been widely adopted for relaying. The first one is “Amplify and Forward” (AF) in which the received signal is amplified at the relay and then forwarded to the destination. The second one is “Detect” or “Decode and Forward” (DF) in which the received signal is detected and then decoded and forwarded to the destination. DF gives better performance than the simpler AF scheme, a property that made DF the favorable relaying strategy in the 2-D scenarios that was used to verify the 2-D AKBSD. Section III describes the network and system model of the 2×1 MISO scenarios that was used to verify the 2-D AKBSD. Section III illustrates how the 2-D AKBSD can be used as the decoding strategy in the 2×1 relay. Section IV shows the simulation results and finally, section V concludes the paper.

II. NETWORK AND SYSTEM MODELS

Following the same system model notations in [8], we consider a 3 nodes wireless network with one Source node (S) that cooperate with one Relay node (R) assisting in data transmission to one Destination node (D). The distance between the S and D nodes is denoted as $d_{sd}$, while $d_{sr}$ and $d_{rd}$ define the distances between the S-R and R-D nodes respectively. Each node is equipped with $N_s$ and $N_r$ transmitting and receiving antennas respectively. We studied the MISO case with $N_s = 2$ and $N_r = 1$. The transmission is

PD and the partial relay signal to recover the transmitted signal [8]. However, PD performance is poor when the number of the detected symbols at the relay is small [7], [8]. The PD in [8] modifies the tree search of the tree-based sphere detector depending on the relay available resources to include only some levels of the tree instead of all tree levels in the case of Full Detect and Forward (FDF); we name this a change in the number of vertical levels in a tree search.

The partial sphere detection scheme proposed in [8] was employed for the spatial multiplexing transmission technique in a MIMO wireless communication. In this work, we utilize it for transmit antenna diversity techniques by employing the Alamouti and the Golden codewords in a time varying environment.

In this paper, we propose a new idea that allows a change in the two dimensions of the tree during the tree traversal to give more complexity reduction at the relay node. The first dimension is the horizontal dimension, in which we change the number of the visited nodes per level depending on some criteria [9] e.g. the channel quality. The second dimension to change is the vertical dimension in which the number of the explored tree levels is chosen depending on the source-relay link capacity, besides this change is adaptive depending on the current state of the network environment specifically the channel and link qualities in the network. The proposed detector, namely 2-D AKBSD, gives a considerable complexity reduction in the relay and destination nodes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section II describes the network and system model of the 2×1 MISO scenarios that was used to verify the 2-D AKBSD. Section III illustrates how the 2-D AKBSD can be used as the decoding strategy in the 2×1 relay. Section IV shows the simulation results and finally, section V concludes the paper.
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assumed to be executed over two phases $T_1$ and $T_2$. We assume a half-duplex communication i.e. nodes can only transmit or receive at the same instance, and consider a Rayleigh time-varying fading channel, a case where linear decoding is no more the optimum decoding method as in the quasi-static channel case and more sophisticated decoding algorithms are required to obtain a near optimum performance. We refer to the channels between S and D, S and R and R and D as $H_{sd}$, $H_{sr}$ and $H_{rd}$ respectively and it is assumed that these channels are known in their corresponding receiving nodes while the signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) at the nodes receiving antennas are defined as [8]

$$SNR_{sd} = \frac{\mu p}{(d_{sd})^\mu}, SNR_{sr} = \frac{\mu p}{(d_{sr})^\mu}, SNR_{rd} = \frac{(1-\mu)p}{(d_{rd})^\mu}$$

where $p$ is the system total transmit power and is split among the source and relay nodes using the factor $\mu$, $0<\mu<1$, while $\alpha$ is the path loss exponent and its value is usually chosen between 2 and 6. We employed the Alamouti codeword as Space Time Block Codes (STBC) for the transmit diversity technique at the transmitting node. The Alamouti ($X$) codeword is defined as

$$X = \begin{bmatrix} x_i & x_{i+1} \\ -x_{i+1} & x_i \end{bmatrix}, \quad (1)$$

respectively where $(.)^*$ denote conjugate operation, $x_i$ represents the $i^{th}$ transmitted symbol. The system and the received signals model are modeled as follows.

The nodes are equipped with two transmit antennas and one receive antenna as shown in Fig. 1, and it is assumed that R node uses the codeword $X$ in its transmission during the second phase of communication, transmission from S and R nodes through the ($t_n, i=1:4$) four time instants frame of $T_1$ and $T_2$ is described as

$$ \begin{array}{c|c|c|c} \hline \text{ } & \text{S} & \text{R} & \text{R} \\ \hline x_i & x_{i+1} & x_i & x_{i+1} \\ \hline \tilde{x}_i & \tilde{x}_{i+1} & \tilde{x}_i & \tilde{x}_{i+1} \\ \hline \text{S} & t_1 & \text{S} & t_2 \\ \hline \text{R} & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ \text{R} & 1 & 0 & t_1 & t_2 \\ \hline \text{R} & 0 & 0 & \tilde{x}_i & \tilde{x}_{i+1} \\ \text{R} & 0 & \tilde{x}_{i+1} & \tilde{x}_i & t_{i+1} \\ \hline \end{array}$$

where $tx_1$ and $tx_2$ are the 1st and 2nd transmitting antenna of S or R node. This communication protocol needs 4 channel uses to send 2 symbols giving a symbol rate of 0.5 symbol per channel use (symbol, pcu).

As shown in Fig. 1 and assuming the sending node is transmitting a MISO $2 \times 1$ Alamouti diversity code, the relay node and the single antenna destination node receive the source signal using one antenna. This means that the relay uses only one antenna for the reception of the source data while the other antenna is idle or off. In the transmission phase, the relay uses its two antennas to transmit the $2 \times 1$ signal to the destination node in the relaying phase.

The received signals at R and D nodes in the first two phases are

\begin{align}
R: & \quad \{y^T_d = h^T_{s_d}x_1 - h^T_{s_d}x_2^* + n_1 \\
& \quad \{y^T_d = h^T_{s_d}x_2 + h^T_{s_d}x_1^* + n_2 \}
\end{align}

\begin{align}
D: & \quad \{y^T_d = h^T_{s_d}x_1 - h^T_{s_d}x_2^* + v_1 \\
& \quad \{y^T_d = h^T_{s_d}x_2 + h^T_{s_d}x_1^* + v_2 \}
\end{align}

where $h^T_{s_d}, h^T_{s_d}$ and $h^T_{s_d}$ are the $i^{th}$ coefficients of the channels between the $k^{th}$ transmitting and the receiving antenna between S and D, S and R and R and D respectively. Assuming $\hat{x}_i = x_i$, the combined two phases signals at the D node are

\begin{align}
\{y^T_d = (h^T_{s_d} + h^T_{r_d})x_1 - (h^T_{s_d} + h^T_{r_d})x_2^* + \psi_1 \}
\{y^T_d = (h^T_{s_d} + h^T_{r_d})x_2^* + (h^T_{s_d} + h^T_{r_d})x_2 + \psi_2 \}
\end{align}

where $\psi_i$ is the total AWGN noise at the $i^{th}$ phase.

III. 2-D AKBSD

K-Best Sphere Decoder (KBSD) is a tree search method of the sphere decoding algorithm with a search in the forward direction only. The main advantage of the KBSD is its fixed throughput which makes it suitable for parallel and pipelined implementations; it also gives considerable complexity reduction. However, its Bit Error Rate (BER) performance is highly dependent on its K value which determines how many nodes will be visited while traversing the tree [8], [9]. Therefore, selecting the K value is a challenge as increasing it decreases the BER but increases the decoder complexity and vice versa. Adapting the K value depending on some criteria that measure the channel quality e.g. [9] is a solution for finding the optimum K value that best suits the varying conditions of the channel. This type of adaptation is performed over the horizontal level in the tree to achieve the best trade-off between performance and complexity. In cooperative networks, another dimension of adaptation can be used within the KBSD search strategy e.g. [8] in which a partial detection is performed to partition the detection task between the R and D nodes, this partial detection employs the adaptation over the vertical levels of the tree depending on the available resources in the R node to reduce the overhead introduced by the MIMO relay.
The 2-D AKBSD makes use of the two vertical and horizontal dimensions of the adaptation process in the R node to suit the dynamic conditions of the network. As shown in Fig.2, some criteria specify how many tree levels will be explored and how many nodes per level will be visited while traversing the tree. Adaptation criterion in horizontal dimension can be selectivity of the channel or channel matrix analysis as measures of channel quality i.e. selecting low or high K value depending on the quality of the channel or an estimation of SNR value as in [9] while vertical dimension adaptation can be done based on available resources in the relay as in [8], received signal strength or the instantaneous capacity measurement as a measure of the S-R link outage. In this paper, we select the channel selectivity as a channel quality estimation and the instantaneous capacity measurement as the adaptation criteria for the horizontal and vertical dimensions respectively.

To measure the channel selectivity, we calculate a \( \rho \) parameter as [9]

\[
\rho_i = \frac{\min (h_{ij}, h_{ij+1})}{\max (h_{ij}, h_{ij+1})}
\]

where \( h_{ij} \) and \( h_{ij+1} \) are two adjacent coefficients of the time-varying channel \( i \) between any two nodes in the network. And if \( C_i \) is greater than a defined threshold \( \Gamma \) then the channel is very frequency selective and hence the channel quality is good and vice versa. The instantaneous capacity can be used as one metric that indicate the channel state information as a measure for the S-R link quality and can be calculated as [10]

\[
C = \log_2 \det (I_{N_s} + \frac{E_s}{N_0 \Gamma} H_{sy} H_{ys}^H)
\]

where \( E_s \) is the transmitted signal energy and \( N_0 \) is the noise power spectral density.

The 2-D AKBSD adds a pre-process part over the regular KBSD and hence it has the advantages of the KBSD, besides the advantage of being adapted based on the system dynamic conditions. The algorithm of the 2-D AKBSD is as follows:

**Algorithm**

```
for each pair of symbols of the frame \( N_f \) do:
Preprocess:
    Calculate \( \rho_i, \forall i=1:N_f; j=1:N_c-1; \)
    if all \( \rho_i \geq \Gamma \) then \( k_i=k_0; \)
    else if three of \( \rho_i \geq \Gamma \) then \( k_i=k_0; \)
    else if two of \( \rho_i > \Gamma \) then \( k_i=k_0; \)
    else \( k_i=k_0; \)
    end if
    calculate \( C; \)
    using \( \delta_k < \delta_{k+1}, k=1:N \) levels ;
    if \( C < \delta, \text{then} \ l = l+1; \)
else if \( C < \delta, \text{then} \ l = l+2; \)
...
else \( l = l; \)
end if
```

**Search the tree:**
1. start from root level
2. initialize a zero metric path between the root and the first tree level nodes
3. loop:
   - extend the survivor paths and update their PEDs
   - sort and select the \( k\) Best PEDs and discard the others
   - if \( l\) level reached then exit
   - else go back to loop
   - end

A. The detection strategy

For conventional FDF, both R and D nodes performs full detection of all the symbols using regular KBSD while for PD, the R node applies the 2-D AKBSD to detect part of the transmitted symbols, this part is determined based on the S-R link capacity, and in \( T_2 \), R transmits the detected signals to the D node which uses 2-D AKBSD with horizontal adaptation only to retrieve the original signals.

B. Single antenna relay in MISO environment

A major advantage of the partial sphere detection is using a single antenna relay in a MISO transmission, using the codeword sent from the S node, R node can make horizontal adaptation and fix the vertical levels traversing to the half of the tree levels to send only half the symbols by its single antenna. In this manner, we can make use of an idle single antenna device to assist in data transmission in a \( 2 \times 1 \) MISO protocol as shown in Fig. 3. This lifts the constraints of only involving multiple antennas relays in the transmission. Moreover, this will increase the data rate as we need only 3 channel uses instead of 4 giving symbol rate of 2/3 symb. pcu.

![Fig. 3. Single antenna relay in 2×1 MISO protocol](image-url)
TABLE I. COMPLEXITY MEASUREMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FDF</th>
<th>2-D AKBSD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(R &amp; D nodes)</td>
<td>R node</td>
<td>% reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>27.97</td>
<td>24.4 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we propose a new 2-D adaptive K-Best sphere detector that reduces the complexity of both of the relay and destination nodes in cooperative wireless relay networks. The 2-D AKBSD performs horizontal and vertical adaptation processes while traversing the tree. The proposed algorithm adapts vertically the number of the tree levels depending on the source-relay link capacity as well as adapting horizontally the number of visited nodes per each level depending on the channel quality. This double adaptation saves considerable amount of processing, especially in the relay node, which in result saves the consumed power of the network nodes which is an important issue in modern wireless communication devices especially mobile and battery-based devices.
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Figure 4 shows the BER performance of the 2×1 scenario for the FDF and 2-D AKBSD detection strategies at R and D nodes. PD using 2-D AKBSD shows a near FDF performance with a maximum loss of 0.47 dB all over the BER/SNR asymptotes. The worst asymptotic loss in performance is 0.47 dB.

Complexity of each detection strategy of FDF and 2-D AKBSD was calculated in terms of average number of visited nodes and is summarized with the reduction percentage in R and D nodes in table I; the range of reduction is 24.3 % at the D node while at the R node is 22.2% which gives a system reduction at both the R and D together of 23.25 %. This computation complexity reduction is in turn a power reduction with the same percentage in the network devices consumed power.